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DO YOU ENJOY SPEAKING
WITH CUSTOMERS?
We’re looking for a ChiSoc
member to contribute to the
life of the Society and this
Newsletter by:
• Obtaining new advertisers
• Passing details to the
Treasurer for invoicing
• Keeping in touch with existing
advertisers.
If you want to know more,
contact the Secretary, Anthony
Quail, either by phoning
(01243) 776757 or emailing
anthony.quail@waitrose.com

Fenwicks Café, an asset to Priory Park, and its future hopefully assured. Photo: John Wichers

PRIORY PARK IS 100!
I’m grateful for the opportunity to blow the trumpet again for Priory Park,
because Chichester is celebrating the Park’s centenary this September
- over an Anniversary Week that begins on Saturday 22nd and ends
Sunday 30th. There’s much to enjoy and most events are free.
Events have been selected to reflect the history of the Park and show
how important it is to Chichester: this city’s ‘village green’, a special
place which I think Rosi Robinson’s batik picture on the centre pages
captures perfectly.
So what is the basis for the celebration and commemoration? On
September 30, 1918, the 7th Duke of Richmond and Gordon generously
gifted Priory Park to the people of Chichester. He gave it for our
recreation and as a perpetual memorial to the Fallen in the First World
War. This is why the current Duke will open Anniversary Week on
Saturday 22 September - ‘Chichester Day’, when many of the city’s
groups and organisations come together for a ‘Hands around the
Park’; the Duke will also be present for the special Drum Head and
Blessing Service on the actual anniversary of the centenary, Sunday 30
September.
Space limits me to highlight just three events between the 22nd and 30th:
a fantastic parade ‘100 years of Rolls Royce’; The Hawkhurst Gang, a
play by Greg Mosse premiered in the Guildhall; and several sporting
events that include Sussex County Cricket Club against the Duke of
Richmond’s XI. An eclectic mix of fun and seriousness: do come!

Richard Plowman - Chairman of the Friends of Priory Park
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THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF THE
CHICHESTER SOCIETY
will be held on Wednesday 17 October 2018 at 7.00 pm
At the Council House, North Street, Chichester in the Assembly Room (access available by lift).

GUEST SPEAKER, DANIEL EVANS, ARTISTIC DIRECTOR CHICHESTER FESTIVAL THEATRE
After the formal business is complete a glass or two of wine or soft drink and light refreshments will be served.
At about 8.00 pm Daniel Evans will speak on A Year in the Life of the Chichester Festival Theatre
A detailed agenda and copies of the annual accounts will be available at the meeting. This will contain the
usual items of Officers’ reports, Approved Accounts and Nominations for next year’s Executive Committee
members (see below).

MOTIONS FOR THE AGM AND NOMINATIONS FOR THE COMMITTEE 2018-19
The Constitution requires that the members of the Executive Committee (up to 16 places) and the Chairman,
Vice Chairman, Secretary and Treasurer are elected at each AGM. Nominations in writing, supported by a
seconder and with the consent of the nominee - all being current members - are therefore requested. They
must be received by the Secretary, Anthony Quail at his address below 14 days before the date of the meeting,
by Wednesday 3 October 2018. A nomination form is provided below.
A list of nominations received and details of any motions received will be sent by post to members as soon as
possible after nominations close unless no positions are contested and no further motions are submitted.
There is provision in the Constitution for the period of service of Officers to be extended by one year subject to
a vote of approval at the AGM. In the absence of other nominations, this provision will be invoked for the office
of Secretary.
The Officers will also present their reports and members are encouraged to put questions and initiate
discussion after each of the reports.
By order of the Executive Committee
Anthony Quail, Secretary, 44 Westgate, Chichester PO19 3EU

CHICHESTER SOCIETY AGM
Wednesday 17 October 2018

NOMINATION FORM

Please cut or photocopy this form if you have a nomination and send it
to Anthony Quail, Secretary at 44 Westgate, Chichester PO19 3EU
by Wednesday 3 October 2018.

TITLE OF OFFICE
NOMINEE’S NAME
NOMINEE’S SIGNATURE
PROPOSER’S NAME (CAPS)
PROPOSER’S SIGNATURE
SECONDER’S NAME (CAPS)
SECONDER’S SIGNATURE
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JOHN PAVITT - A TRIBUTE
John Pavitt died on Tuesday 10 April 2018.
A chartered architect who began his working
life with British Rail, John’s professional
involvement was mainly with urban renewal
and industrial regeneration; at first with
English New Towns and later with the Welsh
Development Agency. Moving to CADW as Director of
Properties he established visitor centres across Wales.
All this experience benefited the Society, which John and
Daphne joined shortly after their arrival in Chichester
in 2006. As a member of the Executive Committee John
monitored local planning applications and advised on
responses; contributed to workshops and exhibitions
for major developments at Graylingwell, Roussillon
and Shopwyke Lakes; wrote regularly for the Society’s
quarterly magazine; and helped the Society when the
Chichester Local Plan was subject to an Examination in
Public. With Daphne and their family we mourn his loss.
John Templeton

PRIORY PARK CENTENARY

EVENTS PROGRAMME SEP 2018
Friday 21 September 2018
Launch Party with Jazz in the Little Big Top
6:30 pm-10:30 pm. Live music from 4.00 pm
Saturday 22 September 2018
• Opening Ceremony at 11 am
• Chichester Day Hands around the Park with local
organisations from 11.30 am
• Art in Action 10.00 am-4.00 pm at the Guildhall.
Local artists and crafts people demonstrate their
work, some on a WW1 theme
• Parachute Jump at 2.00 pm
• Live music from 4.00 pm
Sunday 23 September 2018
• Sealed Knot exercises & camp activities 11.00 am
• Art in Action 10.00 am-4.00 pm at the Guildhall.
Local artists and crafts people demonstrate their
work, some on a WW1 theme
• Siege of 1642 at 2.00 pm: re-enactment of
the Siege of Chichester with Sir Marmaduke
Rawdon’s Regiment of Foote
• Live music from 4.00 pm
Monday 24 September 2018
• Morning sessions of Edwardian Bowls
• Afternoon Session of Edwardian Bowls
Tuesday 25 September 2018
• Astronomy in the Park at 2.00 pm
• ‘Get Vocal’ Community Choir conducted by
Josephine Allum at 6.30 pm
• Astronomy in the Park Night Sky at 9.00 pm
Wednesday 26 September 2018
• Vintage Hockey at 2.00 pm
• The Hawkhurst Gang (Play) at 7.30 pm
Thursday 27 September 2018
• Rolls Royce Car parade at 11.00 am
• Rolls Royce Car Static Display 11.00-4.00 pm
• The Hawkhurst Gang (Play) at 7.30 pm
Friday 28 September 2018
• Board War Games in the Guildhall 11.00 am
• Chichester’s Biggest Teddy Bear Picnic at 3:30 pm
Saturday 29 September 2018
• Celebrity Cricket Match from 11:30 am
• The Hawkhurst Gang (Play) at 3:00 pm
• The Hawkhurst Gang (Play) at 7.30 pm
Sunday 30 September 2018
• Drum Head Service at 11:30am
• Carrier Pigeon Release at 12.00 noon
• The 100 Choir conducted by Emily Barden
• Unveiling of Restored Plaque at 12:15pm
• Evensong & Blessing of the Park at 3.00 pm at the
Guildhall
THROUGHOUT THE ANNIVERSARY WEEK
• Fenwicks Vintage Tea shop
• Photographic Exhibition on Priory Park at the
Oxmarket Gallery, East Street.

Tel. 01243 784 225 info@csworks.co.uk
www.chichesterstoneworks.co.uk

Read earlier editions at www.chichestersociety.org.uk/past-newsletters/
CSW_100mmx170mm_ad_121017.indd 1

24/01/2018 13:00
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GOODWOOD’S MOTOR CIRCUIT: A GLORIOUS MIX
OF TRADITION AND TECHNOLOGY
From War-time fighter station to iconic star of the British
motor scene: Jon Barnett reports
Goodwood Motor Circuit and Aerodrome began life as RAF Westhampnett, satellite airfield to RAF Tangmere
during the Second World War. However this story begins before the outbreak of the war when the 9th
Duke of Richmond and Gordon gifted this land to the war effort on 7 December 1938. It was designated
as an Emergency Landing Ground. But with the fall of France in July 1940, Westhampnett received its
first residents: the Hurricanes of 145 Squadron. Being one of the most southerly fighter stations, it was
kept very busy, playing an important role in the Battle of Britain. Several well-known fighter aces flew
from RAF Westhampnett including Douglas Bader, Johnny Johnson and ‘Cocky’ Dundas, as well as many
Commonwealth pilots. By July 1942 the Americans had arrived: on the 26 July the 31 Fighter Group of the
United States Army Air Force flew from RAF Westhampnett to join their British comrades in combat; they
were the first US Fighter Group in the European theatre. But once the Allies moved across Europe, RAF
Westhampnett’s importance declined. It was officially closed in 1946.
From airfield to race track
Goodwood’s race track had its beginnings with
the original perimeter re-fuelling road for the
Hurricanes and Spitfires in the years Westhampnett
was a fighter station. How did this come about?
The 9th Duke of Richmond - Freddie March - was
a renowned amateur racer who had won the
Brooklands Double 12 in 1930, later going on - as an
engineer - to design both March sports car bodies
and aircraft. He was approached by his friend,
Squadron Leader Tony Gaze, who had flown from
Westhampnett during the war years. Tony had raced
his old MG round the service road in his down time,

using fuel from the planes! This is why Tony was so
sure the road would make a great race track and
why he suggested converting the perimeter road
into a motor racing circuit. Freddie March seized
upon the idea. It wasn’t long before the Duke and
Duchess officially opened the track by driving
around the Circuit in a Bristol 400, then Britain’s
state-of-the-art sporting saloon. The date was 18
September 1948, a Saturday. (The NHS was two
months old).
The response was rapturous, for the British public
had been deprived of motor racing during the
Second World War when Brooklands had been
forced to close its doors in 1939.
Huge demand for wheel-to-wheel
competition saw 85 drivers and
over 15,000 spectators turning up
to Goodwood to support the UK’s
first professionally-organised postwar motor racing event. Imagine
the picturesque scene at the foot of
the Downs steeped in heritage. This
same venue has since witnessed
some of motor racings greatest
heroes in action, including Juan
Manuel Fangio, John Surtees, Sir
Jackie Stewart and Sir Stirling Moss.
The Motor Circuit closes

Racing in the early days of the Goodwood Motor Circuit before closing in 1966
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By 1966, the Duke could foresee
that the rapidly changing nature
of front-line motor racing would
require Goodwood to make sizeable
investment in physical changes to
the venue in order to continue. By
now in his mid-Sixties, and by nature

Keep up to date at www.chichestersociety.org.uk and on Twitter @chi_soc
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disinclined to follow the expensive dictates
of the ‘authorities’, the Duke opted instead
to stop all motor racing. Both he and later
his son did have the foresight, however, to
ensure the circuit continued to be used, and
therefore maintained, for testing, Sprints and
other uses for the next 30 years.
A new chapter
On 18 September 1998, exactly 50 years
to the day since the Goodwood Circuit
first opened, the 9th Duke’s grandson, the
present Duke of Richmond, re-opened
the Circuit in spectacular fashion - using
a Bristol 400 identical to the model his
grandfather had used half a century
earlier. This was the very first Goodwood
Revival meeting for which preparation had
been meticulous, the Circuit restored to look
exactly as it did in its heyday, down to the very
last detail. Since then the Goodwood Revival has
been held every year: thrilling wheel-to-wheel
racing with some of the most valuable grid
selections in the world, dancing to the sounds of
rock ‘n’ roll, the joy of the fun fair and the smell
of engines mingled with perfume. Experience
the Goodwood Revival and you experience the
romance and glamour of motor racing as it used
to be: a step back in time to the years between
1948 and 1966, when the joys of motor racing
allowed the post-war world to kick off its heels
and have a jolly good time.
The Circuit today
In addition to Goodwood’s Revival, the circuit
today is a hub of activity year round, now also

The Goodwood Revival is all about style! Photo: Dominic James

hosting the two-day Goodwood Members’
Meeting in March. This weekend recaptures the
atmosphere and camaraderie of the original
British Automobile Racing Club meetings held
from 1949 to 1966. But there is more, such as
Motor Sports Association Sprints, Car Club Track
Days and Manufacturer Press Days. Members of
the public and corporate groups can get behind
the wheel of their own car or choose to drive one
from the Goodwood fleet, like the entire BMW M
Performance range; or there is an eclectic mix of
1960’s classics including an Alfa, Porsche, Ford
Falcon and MG amongst others.
Moving on - new experiences
Goodwood’s Motor Circuit continues to evolve and
a new addition this year has been the introduction
of a fleet of six classic Series 2 Land Rovers. To
understand the world’s love affair
with the Land Rover, you need to
drive one and preferably drive a
classic. So we offer the chance to
drive off-road across the Downs on
farm and forest tracks. We make no
bones about it, these vehicles have
seen life and they have character
and patina, which makes them
totally unique. As quintessentially
British as a plate of fish and chips,
the boxy, utilitarian Land Rover has
become an iconic part of what it is
to be British.
Jon Barnett is the Goodwood Motor
Circuit’s General Manager

A new experience offered by Goodwood is the chance to drive one of their classic
Land Rovers - ‘As quintessentially British as a plate of fish and chips’.

Read earlier editions at www.chichestersociety.org.uk/past-newsletters/

Images for this article with thanks to
Goodwood Motor Circuit
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WHERE ARE WE WITH THE A27 CHICHESTER BYPASS?
Roger Hobbs updates readers about an often technical subject
Back in the early summer of 2018 the BABA27 (Build a Better A27) group, hosted by the County Council, was
coming to a conclusion about the Chichester Bypass. For this article I’ll focus on the final meeting held
on 18 May at the Council House in North Street. This was when the transport consultants Systra presented
their final report findings and I will summarise the top conclusions here; I will also summarise subsequent
decisions taken by the County and District Councils in the following weeks. This article comes with a warning
however: by the time you read this in September other decisions may have already been made, which is one
of the drawbacks of a quarterly magazine.
BABA27 was never a decision-making body but
provided valuable support to the County and District
Councils by giving input into the decision-making
process. Two of the more important guiding principles
to emerge from BABA27 discussions were that: No
options were off the table; and The BABA27 group
needed to take a long term view to inform a modern
and robust transport solution.

BABA27 on 18 May
But first, a glance back to the report by Systra
presented to an invited audience on the 18 May.
One of Systra’s conclusions was that: ‘The mix of
through traffic on the A27, and the consequential
problems of road congestion, unreliable journeys,
inappropriate traffic diversions, local severance
and vehicle emissions, air quality and noise, are
real issues challenging the community in and
around Chichester’.

Route options
The consultant’s sifting process focussed on a more
detailed assessment of two concepts: a strategic
north ‘off-line’ route, and a full set of improvements
to the ‘on-line’ route on the existing A27. Note the
adjacent diagrams from the Systra report. Highways
England has made it clear that any new proposals for
the Southern on-line A27 route had to be significantly
different from the earlier proposals consulted upon.

Systra had previously produced a long list of
suggestions they believed worthy of further
investigations, which they presented to the BABA27
group. The BABA27 consultation group comprised
elected members of Chichester City, District
and West Sussex County Councils along with
representatives of The Chichester Society, Parish
Councils, local residents associations and some
businesses. They took these suggestions back to
their respective organisations for discussion and
then forwarded their considered comments to
Systra.

Systra said that they were unable to put forward a
single preferred concept to recommend to Gillian
Keegan MP, and the County and District Councils.
They concluded both were feasible and buildable but
needed significant mitigations work to make them
palatable to the community. Systra
thought each option has risks because
Highways England wanted a single
scheme supported by the community
to a timescale that meets the next
round of public funding - and time is
A285
now limited.
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Consultant’s route suggestions: ‘Mitigate North’ and ‘Full South’ concept route
alignments around Chichester
Image: courtesy of Systra from their final report Build a Better A27, May 2018
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Systra concluded that a Mitigated
North route, built as a dual
carriageway was feasible. However
strong use of mitigations would
be needed to hide the route in the
landscape and have a chance of
being acceptable to the community.
These included building in cuttings
where possible, extensive use of
‘green bridges,’ noise reducing road
surfacing, noise barriers and living
walls. There was also the need to
maintain Goodwood operations.

Keep up to date at www.chichestersociety.org.uk and on Twitter @chi_soc
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Pros & Cons for the Northern route

Conclusions

The positives with a northern concept were: strong
separation between through and local traffic,
significant increase in road capacity for long
term growth; likely good adherence to the new
route i.e. it would be used and the reduced use of
inappropriate diversionary routes

Systra conclude that the Mitigated North Concept
offered the best long-term transport solution
because it added capacity and resilience to
maintain economic vitality. They considered that
with significant mitigation the impact could be
largely reduced but the cost would be considerable
increasing to around £350-£400 million.

The negatives were: significant environmental
impacts introducing new noise, air quality, and
visual intrusion in some residential and rural
settings. Mitigation costs could be significant
potentially reducing the benefit-to-cost ratio.
Pros & Cons for the Southern route
The Full South Concept consisted of major works
at all six junctions on the A27 between and
including Fishbourne and Portfield, underpasses
at Fishbourne and Stockbridge, flyovers at Whyke
and Bognor Road and a flyover and remodelling at
Portfield.
Positives were: some separation of through and
local traffic, modest capacity increases to support
growth in medium to long term, limited visual impact
in some locations and some air quality benefits.
Negatives identified were: challenging engineering
in building the junctions and significant challenges
during construction impacting on local and other
businesses, residents and tourists. Costs of mitigation
would add to the engineering costs likely to alter the
benefit-to-cost ratio from earlier schemes.

Congestion on the Chichester bypass

Systra also conclude that the Full South Concept
provides a medium to long term solution and meets
many of the success criteria, but not fully. There are
also difficult and costly engineering challenges.
The Assembly Room audience on the 18 May
posed several questions. If one of the success
criteria is a long-life scheme, can the Full South
Concept deliver this? Is 15 years of benefit worth
the 5 years of disruption during construction?
Some in the audience felt that the lack of detailed
information due to time restraints (particularly
knowledge of the mitigation measures and the
changes to the traffic flows) made it difficult to fully
support either scheme. There was also concern
whether Highway England would stick to the level
of mitigation needed once they started on value
engineering to reduce costs. There is a danger
that the mitigation measures could be the first to
disappear.
The decisions
Readers may be aware of subsequent decisions
made by the County Council and Chichester
District Council: their preferred
option was for a Mitigated Northern
Route but a Southern ‘online’ route
would also be acceptable. They
were particularly keen to show
preference for one option as they
considered that this would indicate
to Highways England and the
Secretary of State for Transport a
level of consensus. These decisions
have been forwarded to Highways
England for consideration.
Highways England has agreed
that they will undertake further
studies on both schemes including
the mitigation works and traffic reassignments, before coming back
to the community. Following that
consultation Highways England will
need to decide whether to include
the Chichester bypass in the next
national highways budget round but this won’t be known until
later in 2019.

Photo: John Wichers

Read earlier editions at www.chichestersociety.org.uk/past-newsletters/
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CHICHESTER’S HERITAGE RECORDED AS
WALKING TRAILS
This was the Society’s biggest commitment in recent years
as Richard Childs explains
With publication of the eighth trail - Notable People - last April the Society’s Heritage Trails project was
complete. Although there have been several articles about the Trails in the Newsletter, I want to look back and
tell the story of how your Society came to be involved, and perhaps reveal some not commonly known facts.
We begin in Worthing

Money!

It may surprise readers that the genesis of this
project started in Worthing back in 2014. At that time
I was involved with the Worthing Society who had
commissioned a series of walking trails around the
town - well-researched and mapped leaflets that
told Worthing’s story packaged as selected themes:
it was a success. Could we do something similar in
Chichester? Like Worthing, any Trails for Chichester
would need the active support of many individuals
and organisations. Your Executive Committee
agreed the Society should proceed with the project;
afterwards, we obtained letters of support from
Chichester organisations: too many to record in
full but I want to record especially the City Council,
the University’s History Department, Bishop Luffa
School, County Record Office and the Library.

Without substantial external finance our dreams
could not be realised. We always understood that
a grant application to the Heritage Lottery Fund
(HLF) would be needed. As the HLF expect a local
financial commitment, the Society contributed
£1,000 from its funds. We then applied to the City
Council who also contributed £1,000. This was
the background to our application to the HLF.
Our bid was submitted in June 2015 for a grant
of £53,200 based on a total budget of £55,200. In
monetary terms this was by far the largest project
the Chichester Society had undertaken. The
application was approved in September 2015.
Chris Hare was recruited as our Project Manager
and with him we built up a team of volunteers whose
researches contributed to the Trails’ success.
Supporters
and volunteers
Over the lifetime of
the project - January
2016 until April 2018
- 76 adults and 60
pupils from Years 9
and 10 at Bishop Luffa
played an active part;
the adults included
University students and
others with an interest
and expertise in the
city’s history. We are
grateful to them all. The
modus operandi was
to undertake research
at West Sussex Record
Office and Chichester
Library between May
and December 2016 with
results passed to the
Project Manager as a
basis for the Trails.
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Oral history
The Heritage Lottery Fund wanted an oral history
element to the Trails project. A programme of interviews was therefore planned for Bishop Luffa School
pupils who spoke with relatives and neighbours
about their experiences of living in the city during
the Second World War; these interviews formed the
basis of a project held at the school during the summer term of 2016; transcripts are published on the
Society’s website.
At meetings between the project manager and volunteers it was agreed which topics the Trails should
cover. To begin, we focussed on the City’s four
quadrants that radiate from the Market Cross; these
were published in April 2017. The other Trails were
theme-based: inns and pubs, the Civil War, churches
and chapels, and notable Chichester people.
Getting it right
Prior to printing each Trail a group comprising
local historians and members of the Society
checked draft texts for accuracy. This proved to be
an essential piece of quality control and enabled
us to maintain high standards. Because each Trail
was designed as a walking route, matching maps
to the text was always a challenge! In this we were
fortunate in having the skills of Blacker Design.
Extra research information not included in the
Trails leaflets was added to the Society’s website at

chichestersociety.org.uk/trails, where they can be
downloaded.
All the Trails were made available at the Novium
Museum, Chichester Library, West Sussex Record
Office, the City Council Offices and the Weald and
Downland Museum - where visitors could take Trail
leaflets for free, and in consequence have been
popular.
Project legacy
With a project like this there is always the issue
of legacy. This is particularly important when HLF
funds are no longer available to continue reprinting
leaflets. Discussions are currently taking place to
see if future reprints can be funded in some way.
We are however producing digital versions of each
Trail accessible via the Heritage Trails menu link on
our website. The first Trail became available in July.
Thanks
There are many people to thank as I’ve hinted
earlier in this article. But I’d especially like to
mention Chris Hare for bringing his expertise and
contacts with the HLF to the project. Also those with
deep knowledge of Chichester’s history that made
such a difference to the quality of the outcome:
Andrew Berriman, Alan Green and Wendy
Walker; and thanks too to everyone else whose
participation gave life to this fascinating project.

Read earlier editions at www.chichestersociety.org.uk/past-newsletters/
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CELEBRATING PRIORY PARK’S
CENTENARY SEPTEMBER 2018
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Batik painting on cotton by Rosi Robinson. The original can be viewed at the Guildhall
on the 22 and 23 September and after at the Oxmarket Gallery until 30 September.
Reproductions
are for sale. Alternatively, contact Rosi at rosirob@aol.com
Page 11
Read earlier editions
at www.chichestersociety.org.uk/past-newsletters/
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Continuing our occasional series on villages around Chichester

SINGLETON AT THE HEART OF THE NATIONAL PARK
Parish councillor and long-time resident Diane Snow,
whose family has lived here for generations, worries about
changes to a traditional way of life
It was fitting that the new South Downs National Park was announced at the Weald and Downland Museum
in 2010 here in Singleton - because our village, as I shall try to explain, has so much that is special. First
there is the name, for Singleton is derived from the Anglo Saxon words Sengel meaning a burnt clearing and
Tun meaning a settlement. This is why our village school children wear sweatshirts with a badge of a burning
bush. Singleton School - which celebrates its bicentennial in 2028 - was originally near the church but later
moved to where there was once a Roman encampment, according to discoveries in 1963. And Singleton’s
buildings’ heritage is special too - the parish boasts 63 Grade II listed buildings, a Grade II* hunting box and
a Grade I Church.
Location
Singleton sits at a low point in the Upper Lavant
Valley where the chalk stream has had rare habitat
protected status since 2016 (did you know that
85% of the world’s chalk streams and rivers are
in Britain?). Last year, due to the dry winter, it ran
only from the cemetery springs to Chichester; this
has often been part of its history during my near 62
years and also of my grandmother’s. She was born
here in 1880. The village straddles the ChichesterMidhurst A286 and Charlton Road heading east.
In former times the droving of animals to market

took the Town Lane route to the Trundle (St Roche’s
Hill) and down Chalkpit Lane to Lavant and on
to Chichester. The surrounding acres are split
between three estates: Goodwood, West Dean and
the National Trust’s Drovers Estate. They come
together in a triangle separated by roads at the
bottom of Town Lane. Many of the properties in the
village belonged to the great estates.
Surrounded by rolling chalkland hills with scenic
views, and dissected by the River Lavant, the
parish encompasses the hamlet of Charlton, the
sawmill there and surrounding estates which

Looking towards the village and Goodwood racecourse from Hat Hill in 2016
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provided work for most of the villagers up until after
WWI. It also encompasses Goodwood Racecourse,
The Trundle and extends to near the top of Cocking
Hill to the north.
Domesday Book
Our parish church is dedicated to the Blessed
Virgin Mary and is mentioned in Domesday Book. It
is the oldest building in the village. In the main late
Medieval, it probably had a Saxon tower. Building
started under Earl Godwin who gave his name to
nearby Goodwood or Godwin’s Wood. The bells
date from 1370 and 1572. It also has notable tombs
of Thomas and William Fitzalan, Earls of Arundel,
1524 and 1544 respectively.
England’s first WI meeting
The first ever Women’s Institute meeting in England
took place at The Fox pub in Charlton with women
from Singleton, Charlton and East Dean uniting
during the First World War to help feed their families and carry out work that men had done before
them. Singleton’s WI still meets and they had their
centenary in 2015. In 1919, to celebrate the end of
war, the WI organised a celebration which included
fancy dress, floats and a feast at The Leys and on
the Village Green.
Changes came
Singleton parish began to expand after WWI with
families in tied cottages moving into new social
housing. However, many of these families still
remain in the area. More housing was built after
WWII, again in 1980 and more recently in 2008.
Some of the tied cottages were sold on the private
market. Improved transport and opportunities
for local people to make their living away from
Singleton during the 1980s and 1990s meant we
lost all the village shops: a grocer, post office/
newsagent, butcher, garage and a hairdresser.
We do still have a café and two public houses, but
they are more eateries
these days, and the
younger generation
seek their amusement
further afield. This all
adds to traffic and
parking problems. Not
long ago there would
have been one or two
cars per family, but
this can now easily
stretch to five or six in
some households.

Singleton’s parish church of the Blessed Virgin Mary in 2009,
Richmond Play Park in the foreground
Photo: Jason Snow

From my point of view, the worst thing that has
happened is the incessant housing infill from
the 1970s through to recent times, not all of this
compatible with the housing around it. All the green
spaces and beautiful tended gardens that made the
village so special were wiped away in one sweep of
the planning pen. The biggest disaster was housing
that had been two or three workers cottages
knocked into one home. This left nowhere for the
elderly to downsize into or the younger generation
to start from. With the pressures on social housing
the allocations are not going to local families. And
house prices are so high. Families like my own that
have been in our valley or nearby for generations,
will soon be gone. I suppose this is the cost of
progress. I should not complain, but I do worry after
caring so much that my great grandchildren will
never know such belonging or beauty.
Hope on the horizon?
However, there is hope on the horizon in that
we may have some Community Trust/Exception
Housing in the future. Local people will be involved
with the allocation of these homes which will help
the elderly, disabled, the young and families of long
standing.

Singleton’s 1919 Peace
Celebrations, organised by
the Women’s Institute.
Author’s collection

Read earlier editions at www.chichestersociety.org.uk/past-newsletters/
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HONOURING ADMIRAL GEORGE MURRAY
IS IMPORTANT FOR CHICHESTER
Alan Green on George Murray’s
life, and plans for a commissioned
sculpture in the city
There can be few living in Chichester who have not now heard of
Admiral Sir George Murray following the “Murrayfest” held in 2015
and the recent newspaper publicity about the proposed statue of
Murray and Nelson by Chichester sculptor Vincent Gray. Admiral
Murray’s importance to the country as a whole as the naval officer of
whom Nelson famously said “Murray or none”, is well known, but why
is he so important to Chichester as to justify his own statue?
To sea aged eleven
George was the middle one of three surviving sons
of George and Ann Murray all of whom went on to
become prominent citizens, much involved with the
life of their native city following the example of their
father who was an alderman1. George was born in
January 1759 and baptised at St Peter the Great on
16 April that year2.
In 1770, at the tender age of eleven, George
Murray joined the Royal Navy, rising swiftly through
the ranks. He served under Admiral Horatio Nelson
at the Battle of Copenhagen in 1801 when the two
men became very close friends. He was then sent
to the Mediterranean serving as Captain of the

Admiral Sir George Murray around 1815
by Charles Woolcott
Image: with thanks to Ian Murray.

Fleet under Nelson, and on 23 April 1804 he was
promoted to rear admiral.
Naturally Murray spent most of his active service
at sea, but missed the Battle of Trafalgar in 1805 as
he had to remain ashore to sort out the estate of
his late father in law; had Murray been at Trafalgar
perhaps he, rather than Hardy could have been
alongside Nelson when he died.
Life as a civilian
Admiral Murray made a significant impact on
Chichester with the building of his grand new
house on the corner of North Street and Guildhall
Street (now The Ship, also known as the Harbour
Hotel) between 1804 and 1806.3 John Marsh, that
great Georgian diarist, obviously thought it rather
pretentious when he recorded his first visit to the
house on 7 February 1807:
On the next day we fix’d our first visit to Mrs G
Murray at ye Admiral’s new House in North Street,
term’d whilst it was building the Admiralty. There
we met a large company in two rooms of six card
tables, one of them a Commerce party of 13. 4
After 1808 Admiral Murray did not go back to sea
but instead became fully involved in the social life
of his native city. John Marsh records several events
at the house including the entertaining of royalty;
the Prince and Princess of Hesse Hombourg no
less (she the third daughter of George III) visited
Chichester on 18 June 1818 and Marsh records that
“[after] 2 & 3 o’clock... they went to breakfast at Sir
G Murray’s”5

A rare photograph of Admiral Murray’s former house taken in
the early 1930s .
Author’s collection
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He was also a member of the Book Society whose
meetings were held at The Admiralty.
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The entry on the mayoral boards in the Council Chamber
recording George Murray’s year of office.
Photo: Alan Green courtesy Chichester City Council

George also followed his father in serving on the
Corporation, but prior to this he was awarded
the Freedom of the Merchants’ Guild by the
Mayor in September 1800. In October 1802, he
was nominated for the office of Portreeve and in
September 1815 he was elected Mayor6
Admiral Murray was clearly a man of great wealth
whose income enabled him to live a lifestyle
commensurate with the scale of his new house: he
amassed a considerable wine cellar which was
put up for auction on 27 July 1819 after his death
and realised £672 15s 6d – equivalent to £47094
at today’s prices.7 Not only that, he sent his son
George to be educated at Winchester College
which cost him some £45 per term in fees.8
George Murray died at his North Street home in
Chichester on 28 February 1819 aged 60. John
Marsh lamented the loss of his friend, recording
with genuine feeling in his journal:
Besides the loss to the Corporation and our Book
Society, a valuable member of each, the society in
general of Chichester and its vicinity had a great
loss, there being no-one who was more universally
liked or esteemed.9
Whilst the funeral services of his two brothers
were held in the church of St Peter the Great,
which at that time was still in the north transept of
the Cathedral, that of George, on 8 March 1819,
took place in the Cathedral proper, after which he
was buried in the Close in the area bound by the
cloisters known as Paradise.10
A fine monument
to George, and his
wife Ann who died in
1859, can be seen in
the Sailors’ Chapel
in the Cathedral. In
2013 a blue plaque
to him was installed
on the front of
The Ship bearing
those immortal
words None but
The unveiling of the blue plaque to Admiral Sir George
Murray on the Ship Hotel by The Mayor of Chichester, Cllr
Alan Chaplin, on 24 June 2013
Photo: Alan Green

The monument to Admiral Murray and his wife Ann in the
Sailors’ Chapel in Chichester Cathedral
Photo: Alan Green

Murray will do. Vincent Gray’s statue of Nelson
and Murray (see page 16) will stand opposite The
Admiralty in the front garden of 40 North Street
(now Jack Wills); appropriately, this was the house
of George Murray’s elder brother Richard.
1. WSRO St Peter the Great, Chichester, Parish Records
2. WSRO St Peter the Great, Chichester, Parish Records
3. For a detailed history of the house see The Ship Hotel,
Chichester built as the house of Admiral Sir George Murray by Alan H J Green. New Chichester Paper No 6, Chichester Local History Society & The University of Chichester
2014
4. John Marsh History of my Private Life. John Marsh was a
wealthy barrister who moved to Chichester in 1787. Every
day he wrote about three pages in his journal giving us an
authentic – if at times somewhat acerbic - picture of life in
a Georgian cathedral city
5. John Marsh– op cit
6. WSRO C/3 Chichester Common Council minute book 17831826
7. Ian Murray collection. A copy of the sale catalogue
marked-up with the prices
8. Ian Murray collection – a statement of Admiral Murray’s
account with the college. £45 is equivalent to £3,150 today
9. John March op cit
10. WSRO Cathedral Close burial register

Read earlier editions at www.chichestersociety.org.uk/past-newsletters/
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THE MAKING OF A
LOCAL HERO
Chichester artist Vincent
Gray explains how
the George Murray
sculpture will be made
In October 2014 Richard Plowman, Chairman
of the Murray Club, asked whether I’d be
interested in making a sculpture of George
Murray, Nelson’s Captain of the Fleet and
Chichester resident. I agreed! Richard had
sketched his vision for the finished work which
helped me create a maquette, or working
model, in wax first before casting in resin; it’s
a process recorded by Clive Hand in his film
Hero in Bronze.
The next stage is to realise this maquette
as a full-size bronze sculpture on a stone
plinth - see the architect’s design below. The
sculpture will be placed directly opposite
Murray’s former home in North Street, now
Casting bronze is very dramatic. Photo: Milwyn Foundry, Leatherhead
the Harbour Hotel but formerly The Ship.
Planning permission has been granted and an appeal launched. Some of the bronze will come from canon
recently discovered on the wreck of HMS Colossus, captained by Murray but which sank during a storm off
the Scilly Isles in 1798. Bronze casting is a specialist job and very dramatic to watch. Both sculptures will be
transported to North Street and gently craned into position. On the stone plinth will be inscribed ‘Murray or
None’, a lasting reminder of Admiral Lord Nelson’s respect for his friend George Murray.

How the twin sculptures of Nelson and Murray will appear when placed on a plinth at 40 North Street, Chichester.
Image: courtesy of Peter Robson Architect
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A MONUMENTAL VISIT
John Wichers recounts a
fascinating tour last June to a
unique Chichester firm
The best-laid plans, etc., etc.… On this occasion it was
Network Rail disrupting our arrival at Chichester Stoneworks;
even though none of us were actually using the train, but just
trying to cross the track. I speak of the unannounced closure
of the Via Ravenna to Terminus Road footbridge which forced
those who followed instructions having an unplanned extra
mile to walk.

Computers are essential tools for today’s stone masons
Photo: Pat Chambers

Stone and Robots

Ancient & Modern

The smooth organization at Stoneworks quickly
took over and twenty of ChiSoc’s more adventurous
souls were split into two groups; one led by Adam
Stone, MD of the Company and the other by
Simon Coates, General Manager. Thus began a
fascinating 2-hour tour of this 50-strong company
of hugely knowledgeable and eager young
professionals, several of whom were asked to
explain their various areas of expertise. This they
did with obvious enthusiasm and clarity, despite
the fact that they were demonstrating, in the main,
to an audience more used to type-writers and
adding machines than today’s highly-sophisticated
technologies: CAD (Computer Aided Design) and
CNC (Computer Numeric Control) - fundamental
tools for today’s masons.

Chichester Stoneworks’ ability to combine
computer technology with the ancestral skills of
the stonemason is, perhaps, the most compelling
demonstration of how traditional craftsmen need
to be equipped in order to compete in today’s
demanding environment. The Company has a
rigorous 3-year apprenticeship scheme and many
of those we met had been ‘bitten by the bug’ of this
craft even prior to attending university.
Hand craftsmanship still in wide demand
Those of us uncomprehending of computer-guided
robots could still be fascinated by the sight of huge
2-tonne blocks of Portland stone, fresh from the
quarry, being sliced and carved into evermore
recognizable segments. When fitted together
these giant limestone ‘jig-saw’ pieces become the
tracery for a Gothic arch window
at Lancing College chapel, or an
exactly-matching façade for a
listed building in central London.
Finally and most satisfyingly,
when the £½ million CNC-guided
saws and lathes had done their
clever best, it was reassuring to
see these robotically transformed
lumps of stone hand-finished
by the company’s most skilled
stonemasons. Life-affirming to know
that, even today, it is still the handed
down and deeply engrained
skills of the mason that give the
final touch, setting Chichester
Stoneworks at the pinnacle of its
craft. To have a firm of this quality
headquartered in our city is a real
source of pride to us all.

Getting close to the stone; note the extensive equipment for controlling dust.
Photo: John Wichers
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A WEST SUSSEX PICTURE QUIZ

1

Do you know your West Sussex
landmarks? David Wilson takes us on
a pictorial tour
All these memorials, follies and towers are in West Sussex, including
Brighton. Can you work out where they are from the clues provided?
Answers are below.

1. A folly in a deer park, drawn by JMW Turner in 1825 while staying at
the nearby mansion.

2. Built in 1774 to celebrate the founding of the colony of Vandalia;
a landmark on a main road out of Chichester viewed from an
unfamiliar angle!

3. On the same estate as No. 2. A late 18th/early 19th addition, possibly
to a design by Humphrey Repton for a grand access drive.

2

4. Difficult! Built recently by Gerald Scarfe, the cartoonist, and really
only visible from his house close to the border with Hampshire.

5. From 1748 after 7 years’ work by Sarah, 2nd Duchess of Richmond,
and her daughters.

6. A castle next to the A24 built by the De Braose family in the 12th
century; part of an estate that is being ‘re-wilded’.

7. An earlier De Braose castle from 1070 guarding the Adur Valley; an
English Heritage property.

8. In a National Trust garden, designed by Philip Webb for Sir Simon

3

Sainsbury, it commemorates a plane tree destroyed in the Great
Storm of 1987.

9. Visible from the B2146 and said to have been built by the Earl of
Halifax c.1770 to ornament his Stansted estate.

10. Built in 1814 on Nore Hill for the Countess of Newburgh to hold

picnics in. Now part of a National Trust estate east of Chichester.

11. Built by Francis Hiorne in 1790 for to the 11th Duke of Norfolk.

Featured in ‘Silver Nemesis’, the 25th anniversary episode of Doctor
Who.

12. The Montagus who built this made a fortune appropriating Battle
Abbey, but were cursed “by fire and water your line shall end”.

13. In memory of Samuel Drinkald 1823 (other versions say Drinkwater,

4

1827), killed falling from his horse and buried with it under the tower.

14. Erected in 2000 in memory of the 3rd Viscount and across the pond
from his memorial arboretum, open to the public just off the A272.

ANSWERS: 1 Upperton Folly, Petworth Park. 2 Vandalian Tower, Harting Downs
(Uppark). 3 Irongates Lodge, North Marden (Uppark). 4 Ivy the Camel, Milland.
5 Shell House, Goodwood Park. 6 Knepp Castle, West Grinstead. 7 The Gatehouse,
Bramber Castle. 8 Summerhouse in Woolbeding Gardens. 9 Racton Tower, Lordington.
10 The Nore Folly, Slindon. 11 Hiorne Tower, Arundel Park. 12 Cowdray Ruins, Midhurst.
13 Toat Tower, Pulborough. 14 Cowdray Memorial, Benbow Pond, Lodsworth.
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WEALD & DOWNLAND LIVING MUSEUM

HELP

GUARANTEE
THE SOCIETY’S
FUTURE!
By remembering the
Chichester Society
when arranging future
bequests you’ll help
continue this
City’s civic traditions.
Your gift will really
make a difference!
See below for contact
information or access
the Society’s
website at
chichestersociety
.org.uk

YOUR LOCAL
MUSEUM

Clare Burt
Joanna Riding Gary Wilmot

Upcoming events:

• Rural Life Weekend: Home,
29-30 September
• Autumn Countryside Show, 6-7 October
• Tree Dressing, 2 December

Annual Membership

FLOWERS FOR
MRS HARRIS

Based on the novel by Paul Gallico
Book by Rachel Wagstaff Music & Lyrics by Richard Taylor

Visit the Museum for a whole year, including major events.

Joins as a volunteer
Come and join our friendly team – full training is provided.

www.wealddown.co.uk

8 – 29 September
cft.org.uk 01243 781312
#FlowersforMrsHarris

A DATE FOR YOUR DIARY
The Chichester Society’s
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Wednesday 17 October 2018
The Assembly Rooms,
North Street.
Proceedings commence
at 7.00 pm
Welcome by the
Mayor of Chichester
Councillor Martyn Bell.
Refreshments will be served.
Our guest speaker is
Daniel Evans
Artistic Director,
Chichester Festival Theatre
“A year in the life of
Chichester Festival Theatre”
THE CHICHESTER SOCIETY
Founder: David Goodman
Patron: The Mayor of Chichester
Vice President: Joy Crawshaw
Vice Chairman: Bill Sharp
Secretary: Anthony Quail
Treasurer: Bob Wiggins

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Andrew Bain, Anna Bloomfield, Richard
Childs, Rodney Chambers, Danielle
Charbonneau, Greg Dorey, Roger
Hobbs, Christopher Mead-Briggs, Cedric
Mitchell, Trevor Redman, Grace Taylor,
John Templeton and John Wichers.
Submissions to:
newsletter@chichestersociety.org.uk
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MEMBERSHIP
Single membership: £8 by standing
order or £11 by cheque payable to the
Chichester Society.
Joint membership: £12 by standing order
or £15 by cheque.
Life membership (60 years and over):
£120 single and £160 joint.
Under 18 years: £4.
Corporate membership: £100 (one-off).
Applications for membership and
annual subscriptions to the Membership
Secretary, Danielle Charbonneau
at 9 Willowbed Avenue Chichester
PO19 8JD. Email: membership@
chichestersociety.org.uk

Neither the editorial panel nor the
Society necessarily subscribes to
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is reserved to edit any submitted
articles or letters.
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December by the Chichester Society.
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